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“REMOVE NOT 
THE 

ANCIENT LANDMARK”* 
 
Proverbs 22; 28 

 

Survival through Celebration 

                                                                                              -Donald Martin Reynolds 

     “The past is not dead history,” the eminent scientist and Pulitzer Prize-winning author Rene 
Dubos writes, “it is the living material out of which man makes himself and builds the future.”i   
From the past come the timeless, universal, and elemental truths that governed our earliest 
evolution and determined our gradual development as human beings.  By means of those truths 
we slowly achieved the intellectual and spiritual potential that has enabled us to produce 
symphonies and conquer disease, as paleoanthropologist Ian Tattersall points out in his 
discussion of the origins of humankind.ii  With them we have pierced the cloud of unknowing 
that surrounds our universe. 

     When we lose touch with the past, Dubos believes, we lose touch with the inner self.  We are 
cut off from what he calls “the deepest layers” of our natures, a kind of genetic and cultural 
memory bank.  This repository of experiences and images enables us to understand the mysteries 
of the past that keep us in tune with our origins and the rest of the cosmos.iii  

     Dubos maintains that that sense of continuity with the past and with the rest of creation, 
which is served by our public monuments, not only enhances life but “is also essential to sanity” 
because it keeps us mentally and emotionally intact.iv 

     In prehistoric times, primitive peoples believed that all of nature was interwoven into a single 
pattern and that they were all a part of that pattern.  Those beliefs gave rise to complex rituals 
and taboos, the forerunners of our public monuments.  Those who violated or disparaged rituals 
did so at their own peril.v  That primitive imperative resounds with meaning today for us, who 
neglect and destroy our public monuments at our own peril. 

     “In assuring continuity with the past through our public monuments,” art historian Wayne 
Dynes writes, “we assist our own survival” by means of the “triad of survival—observation, 
contemplation, and preservation.”vi  The social anthropologist Francis Huxley would say that 
monuments objectify those truths, which constitute our cultural heritage, and so provide us with 
permanent and tangible means to study and analyze them.vii 

     “The wise man preserves that which he values and celebrates that which he preserves.”viii   
The key word in my aphorism is celebrate.  It is not enough to gather at the base of a monument 
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once a year and engage in religious, commemorative, or other ceremonies in which we honor the 
person or the event.  Those ceremonies are important, to be sure, for they contribute to our 
edification and enjoyment as we join with others to honor the values that we wish to preserve. 

     Celebration in the fullest sense, however, is not restricted to formal ceremonies.  The word 
comes from Latin and means “much frequented,” suggesting continuity of involvement.  To 
celebrate a monument properly, then, is to incorporate it into the everyday life of our society at 
all levels.   

     Monuments should be mini-laboratories of human values, the objects of research, inspiring us 
to study the people and events they commemorate and to contemplate the values they perpetuate.  
The monuments in our neighborhoods, for example, should be part of our grade school curricula, 
and they should be the objects of continued study at colleges and universities. 

     Our colleges should expand their liberal arts curricula to include the interdisciplinary study of 
public monuments.  Classroom and laboratory work should be supplemented by internships. 

     Curriculum development in public monuments at the university level should encourage 
research and publication.  Chairs should be endowed to assure continued research and 
development of the various aspects of our public monuments and the timely issues pertaining to 
them.  

     It is through celebration in this fullest sense that monuments become living forces that 
demonstrate the power of human values. 

      

     *“Remove not the ancient landmark, which your fathers set up,” is a biblical imperative from 
the Book of Proverbs.  The verse refers to the piles of stones in ancient Palestine that served as 
fences or landmarks defining each family’s ancestral land claims.     
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